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Date/Time (CST) U.S. Economic Data Consensus First Trust Actual Previous 

7-16 / 7:30 am Retail Sales – Jun +0.5% +0.6% +0.5% +1.3% 

7:30 am Retail Sales Ex-Auto – Jun +0.3% +0.4% +0.4% +1.4% 

7:30 am Empire State Mfg Survey – Jul 21.0 19.0 22.6 25.0 

9:00 am Business Inventories – May +0.4% +0.4% +0.4% +0.3% 

7-17 / 8:15 am Industrial Production – Jun +0.5% +0.6%  -0.1% 

8:15 am Capacity Utilization – Jun 78.2% 78.3%  77.9% 

7-18 / 7:30 am Housing Starts – Jun 1.320 Mil 1.307 Mil  1.350 Mil 

7-19 / 7:30 am Initial Claims Jul 15 221K 220K  214K 

7:30 am Philly Fed Survey – Jul 21.5 24.5  19.9 

 

The yield spread between the 2-year and 10-year Treasury 

Note has narrowed to 25 basis points, its smallest spread since 

2007.  This has many investors worried the narrowing spread 

will lead to an inversion of the yield curve (when short-term 

rates exceed long-term rates) – which throughout history has 

often occurred prior to a recession. 

In reality, an inverted yield curve simply means long-term 

investors expect short-term rates to fall in the future.  A 2-year 

bond is just two 1-year bonds, one after another.  So if the 2-

year yield is below the 1-year yield, then investors are saying 

the yield on the 1-year bond, one year from now, is expected to 

be lower. 

For the record, an inverted yield curve does not cause a 

recession.  Typically, the yield curve inverts because the Fed 

drives short-term interest rates too high and over-tightens 

monetary policy.  It’s this tight monetary policy that causes the 

recession, the inversion is a symptom of the bigger issue.  

Investors, realizing the Fed is too tight, push long-term rates 

down because they expect the Fed to reduce short-term rates in 

the future.  It’s the overly-tight Fed that causes both the 

recession and the inverted yield curve. 

This is why we do not believe the current narrowing yield 

spread signals looming recession.  The Fed is far from being 

tight.  Short-term rates remain well below the pace of nominal 

GDP growth, and even below many measures of inflation.  As a 

result, rates are likely to rise in the future, not fall.  If anything, 

the 10-year Treasury note appears overvalued – possibly in a 

bubble (meaning yields on the 10-year Treasury are far too 

low). 

But just like most overvalued markets, investors seek 

ways to justify it.  In 1999, despite weak - or no - earnings 

growth, the US stock market became massively overvalued.  By 

our measures, over 60% above fair value. 

This has now apparently happened to the Treasury market.  

Justification for low yields include low foreign yields, an 

imminent recession, and a belief the Fed is (or will soon 

become) too tight. 

Nominal GDP (real growth plus inflation) grew 4.7% in 

the four quarters ending in March, and looks to have grown 

even faster in the four quarters ending in June.  At 2.83%, the 

10-year Treasury note yield is 187 basis points below nominal 

GDP growth.  For comparison, over the past 20 years (1997-

2017) – the 10-year Note yield averaged just 43 basis points 

less than nominal GDP growth.  In other words, today’s spread 

is substantially – and we think unsustainably - larger than its 

20-year average.   

Nominal GDP growth is a good proxy for a “natural or 

neutral” rate of interest because it’s the average rate of growth 

in the economy – a reasonable proxy for investment returns.  

Some companies grow much faster than GDP, some grow much 

slower. 

If interest rates are well below nominal GDP, then 

companies growing less than average are encouraged to borrow.  

But this makes no economic sense.  It’s 

“malinvestment”…investment that hurts growth and slows the 

creation of wealth.  In other words, interest rates today are well 

below levels justified by fundamentals. 

More importantly, the economy is accelerating, and the 

Fed is chasing both rising real growth and rising inflation.  

Even if the Fed lifts rates to 3.5% by the end of 2019 (which 

would require six more rate hikes at the current pace), the Fed 

will still not be tight relative to nominal GDP growth.  So, the 

odds of a recession in the next few years remain very low even 

if we get a technical inversion. 

That said, we don’t expect the yield curve to invert in the 

near future.  It may.  But if it does, it just means that the bubble 

in long-term rates still exists.  At some point that will cease.  It 

won’t be pretty for long-term bond holders, but at least it 

should end the inversion-recession fears. 
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